
  

 

THEMATIC OVERVIEW 

Year Group(s): Year 3/4 

Term and Duration: Spring 

Theme: Where in the world is Europe? 

Hook In: What did the Greeks do for us? 

Celebration: Ancient Greece  
Key Questions: 

 What do we already know about Ancient Greece? 

 What can an object tell us? 

 What can we learn from Ancient Greek society? 

 What do we still use today from Ancient Greece? 

 How did Anansi get his eight skinny legs? 

 What problems can we solve relating to multiplication and division? 

 What problems can we solve relating to measurement? 

English Objectives 

 I can write a story set in another culture 

 I can suggest improvements for my work, editing and improving to reach a final piece 

 I can use subordinate clauses and a range of conjunctions 

 I can use the correct punctuation for direct speech 

 I can use Year 3/4 word list spellings within my writing 

 I can use different prefixes and suffixes within my writing 

 I can infer a character’s thoughts or feelings from the text 

 I can develop a positive attitude to reading by increasing my familiarity with a range of 

genres 

Mathematics Objectives 

 I can use written methods for multiplication and division 

 I can convert between different units of measure (mm, cm, m, km, g, kg, ml, l) 

 I can solve problems relating to measurement 

 I know  my know 2, 5, 10, 3, 4 and 8 times tables (Y3) 

 I know my times tables up to 12 X 12 (Y4) 

 

Science Objectives 

 I know that animals cannot make their own food 

 I know that animals, including humans need the right amounts and types of food 

 I can explain the ways in which nutrients and water are transported within animals, including 

humans 

 I can explain that humans and some animals have skeletons and muscles for support, 

protection and movement 

 I can record using drawings and data within tables 

 I can report on findings from enquiries 

 I can set up a comparative test 
 



 

Computing Objectives RE Objectives History Objectives 

To create algorithms to draw 

shapes and patterns in scratch. 

 

To understand what ‘algorithm’, 

‘debugging’ and ‘events’ are in 

coding. 

 

To understand what 

unacceptable behaviour on 

digital media looks like and how 

to respond. 

 

 

Which people are special and 

why? 

 

What would Jesus do? Can we 

live by the values of Jesus in 

the twenty‐first 

century? 

 

What is so radical about Jesus? 

To develop an understanding of 

what life might have been like 

in Ancient Greek times. 

 

To know some Ancient Greek 

ideas or practices which are 

still relevant in modern life. 

 

To understand that more can be 

learnt about a particular time 

period from studying historical 

artefacts. 

 

 

Geography Objectives Art Objectives DT Objectives 

Spring 2 

 

 To look at patterns developed 

in Ancient Greece. 

 

To design and produce a series 

of repeating patterns and 

images. 

Spring 2 

 

PE Objectives Music Objectives French Objectives 

To develop invasion games skills, 

with an emphasis on football. 

 

To experiment with a variety of 

movements and sequences of 

movements in gymnastics (and 

dance), building strength and 

flexibility. 

To continue learning a variety 

of pieces to perform on the 

ukulele. 

 

To develop an understanding of 

standard notation. 

 

To perform, compose and 

improvise simple melodies in a 

pentatonic scale. 

To learn the numbers to 20. 

 

To learn a French version of a 

well-known song. 

 

To compare games played in 

France and the UK. 

PSHCE Objectives Global Dimensions Enrichment Activities 

To explore the qualities we all 

value in ourselves. 

 

To consider our role in society 

as individuals. 

To develop an understanding of 

our interconnected world. 

 

To explore messages in 

proverbs. 

 

To discuss pollution and clean 

air. 

MEG African Drumming 

Workshop (Linking with Stories 

from Another Culture) 

 

Bread making workshop 

 

Spring Production in Year 3/4 

 

 


